MINI UNIVERSAL MAGNETIC BASE

Features:
- A mini universal magnetic base that will save time and improve accuracy.
- Strong magnet with 44lbs. of holding power.
- Zinc diecast housing.
- Size: 4” x 1” x 1”.
- 6 accessory mounting locations:
  - 3 positions 1/4”-20 for lug mounts.
  - 1 tapped hole 10-32.
  - 1 reamer hole 8/32” diameter.
- 1 v-shaped hole in back: 1/8-5/16”.

Item # EG00-0016 Mini universal magnetic base $15.00/PC
Item # EG00-0017 Mini universal magnetic base with 0-1” x 0.001” dial indicator (P900-S102) $40.00/SET

MAGNETIC BACK FOR DIAL INDICATOR (DIRECT MOUNT)

Features:
- Permanent powerful magnet.
- Size: 2-1/4” diameter x 9/16” thicknes.
- Attaches to the back of 2” diameter dial indications.
- Strong magnet with 44lbs. of holding power.

Item # EG08-1605 Magnetic back only $22.00/PC
Item # EG08-1600 Magnetic back with 0-1” x 0.001” dial indicator (P900-S102) $46.00/SET

MAGNETIC BASE

Features:
- ON/OFF switch.
- 110lbs. of permanent magnetic holding power.
- Base: 2.28”L(58mm) x 1.96”W(50mm) x 2.16”H(55mm).

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Item</th>
<th>Style</th>
<th>Price</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>P900-S301</td>
<td>Fine Adjustment</td>
<td>$28.00/PC</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>P900-S300</td>
<td>Standard</td>
<td>$28.00/PC</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

KING SIZE, SUPER-PULL MAGNETIC BASE

Features:
- 220lbs. pull.
- Furnished with one main post and two separate posts for maximum flexibility.
- Accepts all AGD indicators with stems of 5/32” & 3/8” in diameter.

Specifications:
- Base: 2.95”L(75mm) x 1.96”W(50mm) x 2.16”H(55mm).
- Main post: 0.472” x 6.929”.
- Secondary post: 0.393” x 6.496”.
- Third post: 0.393” x 5.905”.

Item # P900-S303 $48.00/PC

FLEXIBLE MAGNETIC BASE

Features:
- 17lbs. pull.
- Indicator holding power.
- On/off lever control.
- Stem flexes almost 360°.
- Quick locking collar makes stem go rigid.
- Stem components are hardened for rugged use.

Item # P900-S304 Flexible magnetic base $44.00/PC
Item # P900-S342 Flexible magnetic base with 0-1” x 0.001” dial indicator (P900-S102) $66.00/SET

U.S. & METRIC THREAD MEASURING WIRE SET

Features:
- 48 pieces 16 different sizes for all 60 threads.
- Measure all threads from 3 to 48 threads per inch and all metric from 0.5mm to 6mm pitch.
- 3 wire methods of measuring external threads.
- Wires are fitted in a plastic case stamped with sizes.
- Laminated chart is compiled from the U.S. standard handbook.
- Give proper sizes & measurements over wires.

Item # EG06-1002 $30.00/SET

MILL STOP

Features:
- Serves as a rigid stop for milling set-up.
- Used with vises, angle plates, jigs, etc.
- As a versatile holder, as well as stop.

Column: 3/4” x 6-1/4”.
Base: 3/4” x 2” x 4-1/2”.
Rod: 3/8” x 10”.

Item # ABQK-0100 $30.00/PC

MEASURING TOOL SET IN PLASTIC BOX

2PC MEASURING TOOL SET

Features:
- 60kg magnetic base with fine adjustment.
- 1pc 0-1” x 0.001” dial indicator.
- Packed in a fitted plastic box.

Item # EG00-1038 $63.00/SET

3PC MEASURING TOOL SET

Features:
- 60kg magnetic base with fine adjustment.
- 1pc 0-1” x 0.001” dial indicator.
- 22 pc set indicator point kit.
- Packed in a fitted plastic box.

Item # EG01-1039 $78.00/SET

22PC INDICATOR POINT KIT

Features:
- Assorted points that will fit most American and imported dial indicators.
- AGD specification.
- 4-48 thread.
- Complete with case.

Item # EG03-0100 $15.00/SET